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THURSDAY MORNING BIBLE STUDY 

REPORT FOR ALBERTON METHODIST CHURCH LEADER’S MEETING 28 JANUARY 2020 

Grace, mercy and peace to you. 
 
The Thursday Morning Bible study is steadily growing as it provides opportunities for largely 
elderly members who cannot attend or prefer not to attend evening functions. There are 41 
members on the register with an average of 32 attending regularly. 
 
VISION 2020 
This Bible Study Group exists because we believe that Jesus himself is the centre, focus, and 
key to living the Christian life. Jesus himself is God's revelation to humankind and the entire 
Bible is written to testify to this fact. Hence, the Bible Studies presented have been written with 
this in mind.  
 
In Luke 24:44-47 Jesus said "These are my words that I spoke to you while I was still with 
you—that everything written about me in the law of Moses, the prophets, and the psalms must 
be fulfilled." Then he opened their minds to understand the scriptures, and he said to 
them, "Thus it is written, that the Messiah is to suffer and to rise from the dead on the third day, 
and that repentance and forgiveness of sins is to be proclaimed in his name to all nations, 
beginning from Jerusalem. 

The entire Bible (including the Old Testament) is a testimony to Him! He is the rock upon which 
our life and faith is built. Jesus' death and resurrection are the most important events in the 
history of the world and understanding and living in the full significance of these events is the 
key to the Christian life. As someone else has said 'Jesus laid his life down for you, to give His 
life to you, to live His life through you.' This is the good news of the gospel.  

We believe that Jesus Christ is the answer to our questions and a greater revelation of Him is 
what humankind needs! We have started a series entitled “Running the Race in the End Times”, 
which will hopefully take us to Easter. Other topics are also being researched. 

Yours in Christ’s service 
 
Deacon Dr Vernon van Wyk 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

AMC Community Breakfast Report 

Greetings AMC Leadership, 

Blessings for the year to you and your families. 

We ended 2019 with a breakfast for the team at the church in Dec.  

A donation from the kitty and the team was collected and handed over to James to go towards 

the Epworth Children’s Home Christmas lunch. 

The breakfast will be held on the second Sat. of every month, except April and December. 

Feb. to May start time 7-9am (note no breakfast in April). 

June to Aug. start time 7.30am – 9.30am.  

Sept. to Nov. start time 7-9am. 

Dec. no breakfast (Team get together)   

https://biblia.com/bible/nlt/Luke%2024.44-47


 

Your 2020 AMC Community Breakfast team. 

We welcome the following people to the team. 

Shane / Peter and Janette Lombard / Nick Redelinghuys / Beyers van Wyk / Anthony Hattingh. 

They join the “Best Brekkie” in town team which is made up of: 

Bev van Zyl / Denise de Wet / Eric Mckechnie / Graham Hartley / Hugh Miller / Hennie v N. / 

Johann Strydom / Kevin McLoghry / 

Nisha Mans / Percy Bedser / Raymond Norfo / Ricky Mans / Sandra Human / Tanicha Cloete / 

Warwick Dicks. 

 

Info for the first breakfast of 2020  

 AMC COMMUNITY BREAKFAST 

Sat. 8th Feb. 7-9am. 

Topic:- Social Justice 

Speaker:-  Major Moya Hay - Beth Shan Centre  (Salvation Army SA) 

“A place where hope and healing meets”. 

BOOKINGS - Latest Thurs. 7/11. 

Best brekkie in town. Bring family & friends. 

Donations to cover costs most welcome as well as non-perishable food items for the food bank.  

RSVP & INFO Sandra 0839900212 or sandra@fyreworx.co.za 

Nicha 0614029333 or Mkuilderpa2@oldmutualpfa.com 

Hennie 0825741611 or hennievn@mweb.co.za 

 

Forthcoming Breakfast speakers. 

Potential speakers for the year. Still to be confirmed and then approved by Rev. Jeff van der 

Spuy. 

Taller Waller / Kevin Hughes / Moz. Missions / Dr. Sakkie Fourie / SANBS / First Aid / Jan 

Combrink  – ex cop / Bee keeping in SA / Jannie de Beer – ex bok. / Luke Powell – CrossRoad 

band / Sister Sheryl Newman (Hospice). 

Derrick de Beer – age of the earth / Hugh Miller – Prophecy for the end times / Keith Strugnell – 

Muslims / Dylan de Klerk. 

Fluit, fluit my storie is uit. 

HOPE TO SEE ALL THE LEADERS AT THE FEB. BREAKFAST. 

Take care and God Bless. 

Hennie 0825741611 

mailto:sandra@fyreworx.co.za
mailto:Mkuilderpa2@oldmutualpfa.com
mailto:hennievn@mweb.co.za


AMC Door Stewards report January 2020. 

It is pleasing to report that for 2019 all the teams at the various services have been operating 

well. 

We made changes to the procedure regarding the offering where the money is now deposited 

into the safe directly after the offering has been taken up. 

At the evening service the responsibility and duties are shared between the youth and the team 

of Martin Alberts. This now works well, giving the youth an opportunity to be involved in the 

responsibilities and duties of the church. 

Preparation and cleaning up after communion have dedicated teams. This is also running well.  

Rev Jeff gave a training session during the later part of the year for the door stewards and 

welcoming teams. This was well attended and most informative. 

Each service now has a team leader, responsible for allocating folk for collection, counting the 

people and recording the numbers and making sure folk are welcomed in a friendly and loving 

manner. 

My vision going forward for 2020. 

• Continue training. 

• Better communication. 

• Getting more folk involved. 

• Arrange shirts with names in order to be identified. 

 The importance of this team is so integral to the success, stability and future growth of the 

AMC.May the AMC grow from strength to strength. 

In closing I would like to thank all involved in this most important ministry. 

 

Malcolm Moriarty 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Garden ministry report. 

 

During 2019 we set out to improve the existing gardens and repairing those that had become 

untidy from the building works. A lot has been done and the gardens and pots in various places 

are looking much better and we feel are enhancing the entrance to our beautiful complex. 

Although the group of helpers is very small we have done a fair bit. Keeping up with making 

sure the plants are watered we generally do on a Friday and then for a few months we have had 

folk help on one Saturday afternoon a month. 

Sent from my iPad 

Our hope for 2020 is to keep on improving what we have and where suitable to establish new 

garden areas. The church has very kindly given us a monthly grant which we will use for hired 

help to dig etc and for plants. Up to now it has been very much self-funded and donations, but 

anyone who gardens knows how pricey new plants are. This year it would be really good to see 

men and younger folk step up to help us. The plan is to meet on the 3rd Saturday afternoon of 

the month from 2pm for a few hours.  

Thanking all in anticipation of help and ideas.  

Helen Tucker 



              KAIROS PRISON MINISTRY 

 
              JHB Mens Prison Med ‘C’ 
 
REPORT TO ALBERTON METHODIST CHURCH OF ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING 
2020 
 
MISSION: To bring Christ's love and forgiveness to all incarcerated individuals, their families, 
and those who work with them, and to assist in the transition to becoming a productive citizen. 
PURPOSE: To establish strong Christian communities among the population of correctional 
institutions, who support each other through forming prayer and share groups 
 
What is Kairos? 
For 42 years trained and dedicated Kairos Volunteers have entered medium and maximum 
security prisons with their only goal to be instruments of God in transforming lives of the 
incarcerated and their families.  
How is Kairos different? 
• We serve as instruments of God in CHANGING HEARTS but….. 
• Our goal is help Him in the TRANSFORMING OF LIVES with… 
• Outcomes that are IMPACTING THE WORLD 
  

CHANGING HEARTS 
The 3.5 day Weekend is where God begins changing hearts.  His unconditional love, 
mercy and forgiveness “rain down” on the participants through the Kairos Volunteers and 
the prayers of hundreds around the world.  
WE ARE HAVING AN IMPACT! 

 
TRANSFORMING OF LIVES 

• A key outcome of the Weekend is participants agreeing to join a small accountability 
group called a Prayer and Share group. This is where the journey of Transformation 
begins. 

• The journey continues as the participants learn to support one another through 
prayer and encouragement. 

• Kairos Volunteers commit to encouraging, counseling and mentoring participants 
within the groups. 

        WE ARE HAVING AN IMPACT! 
 

IMPACTING THE WORLD 
• Kindling hope for a new future in the lives of the incarcerated and their families 
• Rebuilding family relationships 
• Mentoring and guiding juveniles to become productive adults. 
• Lowering the % of 

inmates that return 
to prison 

• Help make our 
communities safer 

WE ARE HAVING AN 
IMPACT! 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
JHB MEN’S PRISON – MEDIUM ‘C’ KAIROS REPORT FOR 2020: 
 
JHB Men’s Kairos Chapter will be undertaking two Kairos Weekends and monthly Reunion 
gatherings with residents who have attended the Kairos Prison Ministry weekends. 
 
Kairos Weekend Dates 
- KAIROS # 20: 26 o 29 March 2020 
 Number of Participants (residents) = 24 
 Number of Kairos Team Members = 26 Male / 9 Ladies Support 
- KAIROS # 21: 10 to 13 September 2020 
 Number of Participants (residents) = 24 
 Number of Kairos Team Members = 26 Male /  9 Ladies Support 
Monthly Reunions 
- 3rd Saturday of every month 
2 Day Retreat 
- Kairos #19: 21 & 22 March 2020 
- Kairos #20: 15 & 16 August 2020 
 
Successes over Kairos #18 and #19 
JHB Men’s Advisory Council played an active role in the Service Providers Presentation 
workshop / Exhibition that took place at the JHB Prison DCS Hall.  

1. It is pleasing to report that the attendances at the monthly reunions are averaging out to 
86% of residents who participated on the Kairos Weekends. 

       WE ARE HAVING AN IMPACT! 

Estimated recidivism rate for inmates who stay engaged in Kairos 

drops below 20% ( Non Kairos recidivism rate across the nation is 

over 50%) 



2. The Kairos retreat program too involves residents preparing and presenting a talk on a 
given subject which is then work shopped. The enthusiasium shown and the amount of 
planning / study / research that goes into these talks are outstanding. 

3. The Kairos Team, over months, has seen remarkable positive changes in the attitude of 
many residents. The power and love of God shines through them. They too are able to 
encourage others in changing their lives. 

4. The formation of the Kairos Inside Resident Council with the agreement of a revolving 
leader every six months. 

 

FUNDING OF THIS MINISTRY 

To present a Kairos weekend, from a Thursday to the Sunday, it costs in the region of R85 000. 

The cost is made up of tent, tables and chairs hiring, meals for the inmates(residents) and the 
team volunteers, printing, stationery, etc. 

Funding is achieved through team fees and Church/Corporate and public donations. 

Kairos JHB Advisory Council wishes to that Alberton Methodist for their continued 
donations. 

 

VOLUNTEERS 

The Kairos team are always looking for new volunteers to join us in this “God’s Special Time” 
ministry. At present volunteers from Alberton Methodist attending weekends totals 05. Still 
looking for more weekend volunteers. However we do have many other volunteers that we can 
not do without – these are our Prayer Warriors, cookie bakers and AGAPE providers. Thank you 
to all. 

 

Should you be interested in joining the Kairos Team on a weekend, please make contact with 
me on 082 44 55 604 or approach me personally. 

 

God bless 

Malcolm Povey 
Member of the Alberton Methodist Church 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

  

 

LOTS#: “Life on the Streets” and by the Grace and Mercy of 
Jesus, “Life off the Streets”  

 

LOTS# is an autonomous interdependent Jesus Centred outreach striving to be ‘The Body of 
Christ’ on the streets of Alberton, Gauteng, with a view to restore, in some small way, dignity 
and self-worth within those who find themselves sleeping on the streets. 

Where did it start? 



As a member of Alberton Methodist Church, in 2014 God laid it on Clive’s heart to care for the 
homeless. This was affirmed by Collin Muttit, one of the elders. Furthermore, on a mission trip to 
the weekly Mozambique Clive crossed paths with Derrick Prowling, who affirmed that they had 
ventured out at  Northmead Methodist. To crown it all, there was an interpreter on the mission 
trip who, as a small boy had been abducted from Soweto while asleep, to wake up as a street 
child in in Maputo. Alone and abandoned he turned to drugs, was eventually taken in by the 
Heidi Baker group, and grew up in Maputo – just another affirmation. Derrick was consulted and 
the realisation dawned that Clive could not do this alone. Back at AMC and in Prayer, Clive was 
pointed to Jorg Schwartze and John Mc Allister who had a similar calling. Together they visited 
Derrick and experienced the same setup LOTS# has now, a pot of soup and bread, blankets 
some clothes, and a lot of Prayer. Street people were ‘targeted’ where they slept, houses for 
prostitutes, drug dens, and by God’s guidance wherever they sensed a need. When thy left that 
first outing there remained a feeling of passion and one of change, both within and without. 

Immediate families of Jorg and John joined to collect clothes and blankets, butter bread and 
make soup, initially at Jeroleen’s house with Porche cooking over and open fire. The Alberton 
Street Ministry was birthed from Methodist Church grounds. As today, updates as to where 
people were sleeping, needs and fervent Prayer started the evening of ministry. More people 
were found and more joined, the likes of De Wet, Sophie and many more. Many people left their 
mark with us. Many Ladies and Gents cooked for us. Many supported, and still support, us with 
donations of clothes, provisions and money. The group grew, the street people confided in us, 
trusted us, with many lessons learnt. During these early days Nico and Jimmy Abbott were 
invited and were indeed the first who attended Church, where they were treated with the utmost 
care by congregants. 

In 2016 LOTS# registered as an NPO (2016/332396/08) with additional management members, 
Graham Hartley and Eric Mc Kechnie. 

LOTS# has maintained the core structure and approach and by God’s Grace and Mercy can 
only thank and praise those who have supported us; people who give of their time and talents to 
provide and cook a nourishing meal every Thursday. 

Along the way LOTS# was instrumental in starting the Alberton HELP (Help Enable Less 
Privileged) Forum to better understand the work done by organisations and Churches within the 
greater Alberton area. The idea is to leverage specific requirements as provided by the 
institutions. LOTS# also cemented ties with Ekurhuleni Social Services, Child Welfare, Amcare, 
the Alberton Methodist Church, Doxa Deo and Christian Fellowship Church, and not intending to 
stop there. LOTS# is truly Blessed to be a Blessing, by the Love, Grace and Mercy of our Lord 
Jesus Christ. 

LOTS# Vision 

Our vision as LOTS# is to restore hope to the hopeless, reconcile and bring back people to 
Jesus and to fulfil their life’s purpose in God. (Jeremiah 1 vs 4 – 5) 

LOTS# Mission 

Our mission is to build a place where those in need, abused, harassed, despised and rejected 
can flee to and experience the love of God – and to be comforted, healed from that which is 
drawing them down, family problems, rejection, being unloved, misery, frustration and be made 
whole. Romans 13 v 8 says: “Owe no one anything except to love, uplift, comfort one another 
for He who loves another has fulfilled the Law.” 



Our vision based on five pillars  

1. Spiritual – Instil a set of guiding Christian beliefs, principles, and values that help give 
direction to life based on Scripture. 

2. Physical – Acquire a building to provide for the physical needs in terms of a meal, 
clothing, washing facilities and safety. 

3. Social – Interact successfully showing respect for others; being accountable to develop 
trust and displaying the Love of God, to create a support network of friends and where 
possible, family members. 

4. Emotional – The ability to love and be loved like Jesus loves thereby raising levels of 
optimism, self-esteem and self-acceptance, irrespective of circumstances. 

5. Occupational – Making use of God–given gifts, skills, and talents in order to gain 
purpose, happiness, and enrichment in life, giving God all the Glory. 

Our Experiences 

The Thursday feeding regimen has been a very fruitful activity, not to be relented, in which 
LOTS#has been able to build relationships, get to know the people face-to-face, typical 
numbers, and in many cases personal situations. It has become evident that within the realms 
of addiction, where lying, manipulating, cheating and thievery are core behaviours, there is the 
one person who genuinely wants to change his / her ways and LOTS# need to discern 
individual intentions. For this we require the insights of LOTS# members who have talked-the-
talk and walked-the-walk to identify the genuine intentions of those who want to better 
themselves but do not have the wherewithal to take the first step. This, as opposed to those 
who are not willing to set aside their ‘street life’ and the need to overcome the withdrawal 
symptoms as a deterrent, even to the extent of denying serious medical situations. Most addicts 
have had the exposure to a rehab, where the short term interventions seem to be more  of a 
‘comparison of war stories and experiences’ during which those, less experienced, learn more 
‘tricks of the trade’. This said, LOTS# members will always give the wishes and needs of any 
person top priority and where possible entertain such so that our Lord Jesus Christ be glorified.   

Also evident, amongst those who have been on the streets for extended periods, despite the 
addiction, there is also a major adaptation to the structures, disciplines, rules and regulations 
which they are subjected to when entering a rehabilitation centre which, in itself, causes them to 
run. To assist the committed intentions of addicts there is a need for a nurturing environment 
where commitments are prayerfully validated by means of a daily program over a period of time, 
with due rewards / consequences, culminating in accommodation and a more intensive God 
Inspired program during which a Godly Soul can be ‘adopted’ by a support group  who in turn 
become accountability partners while the person is in rehab and thereafter. The ‘adoption 
process’ is also an education process for both the adopters and  the greater public who want to 
get involved.    

A Thursday expectation as another source of food had been created to the extent that the 
Garage People sent youngsters to receive numerous meals and not the Food for the Spirit in 
the form of a Bible reading, Prayer and Message. To this end, LOTS#, as with other ministry 
groups, decided not to serve the people at the ‘funny farm’, as known on the street. Those who 
come to meet LOTS# during their stops will never be denied the Word or any provisions they 
may require. 

There have been cases in the past where street people have passed on without a dignified 
burial. Alberton Methodist Church, amongst other denominations, have opened their door as an 
opportunity to ‘Minister’ to the lost. 



A modern day ‘leprosy’ exists where rehabs do not want to treat some street people because of 
a medical condition (infected drug administering area), and the hospitals do not want to treat 
them because they are addicts. 

LOTS# has identified a lack of communication and are not effectively reaching black people in 
the same way that white people are more willing to open up to us. For this we need people who 
have a command of the various languages to assist in a more effective ministry. 

Despite interactions with Ekurhuleni Real Estate and Social Services, LOTS# does not have any 
facilities and hence the ‘license’ to set any expectations is not possible; Free rehabs are hosted 
by Gauteng and Ekurhuleni Social Services where the rehab provides limited time and 
medication for a total rehabilitation, but this also depends on the intentions of the addict. LOTS# 
works by Faith as in Hebrews 11: 1 Now faith is confidence in what we hope for and assurance 
about what we do not see. In line with this, never have we been exposed to rain on a Thursday 
night that could dampen our enthusiasm and outreach – praise to our Lord Jesus Christ. For 
those wanting to join LOTS#, be it for a one-time experience, or on a regular basis, we go out 
every Thursday night, departing from the Alberton Methodist Church at around 19h00 in 
summer and 18h00 in winter – all are welcome, irrespective of age or denomination. 

There have been times when finances have been in short supply but God is Good, all the time, 
and we have never been short of food with deep freezers stocked most of the time (fortunately 
no power outages – Praise to God!) In addition, LOTS has been blessed with weekly donations 
of fresh vegetables and fruit from the Fresh Fruit Market. All such donations are either used or 
the excess distributed through the H.E.L.P Forum (Help Empower Less Privileged), set up by 
Jorg, Tammy (Alberton Victim Support) and Eric, to understand the outreach activities of 
organisations operating in the greater Alberton area for the purpose of referral and to reduce 
duplication of effort by being HIS hands and feet in Alberton. 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Report from the Grief and Loss support Group 

During the year 2019, the group met every first Sunday of the month, with an average   
attendance of 19        

It is always gratifying to see the Holy Spirit at work, uplifting, encouraging and drawing   
people together. There are regular reports that God has intervened in a wonderful way in  

the lives of very needy people. All glory goes to Him.     

A number of new people joined the group. As is often the case, it is those who have   
received encouragement who tell others about the group and which often brings new   
people in.         

There were a number of speakers who brought words of encouragement. During these   
talks, people felt free to release their emotions and everyone around them was able to  

support and uplift.         

Margaret and Roland        
____________________________________________________________________________ 

Alberton Methodist Church. 

Trust Properties Report for Annual Society Meeting 2019 

Date: 22 January 2019 

http://biblehub.com/hebrews/11-1.htm


1) Progress 2019 

Much work was taken on under the vision of Rev Jeff V D Spuy. We had been planning 
improvements to the foyer, coffee shop, toilet and kitchen for 2 years. This finally got 
rolling early in 2019: 
- Foyer area completed. 

- Braai area inclusive of braai installation completed 

- Coffee Shop revamped 

- Air conditioners fitted to the Sanctuary 

- Display screens against the front wall with new projectors. 

- Reconditioning of the stained glass windows behind the cross. 

 
These areas are looking modern and definitely looks as if they are being enjoyed by the 
congregation.  
 
Huge thank you’s to those that have donated to our building funds, these have been put 
to good use! 
 
The monthly Trust Properties Fellowship maintenance team continue to repair and 
upgrade the buildings and great fellowship Is enjoyed. 
 

2) Vision 2020 

Some projects planned for this year are: 
- The revamping of the current caretakers building to convert it to a preschool 

 facility as per “The Ark” building.  

- Create a lighter ambiance in the stage area of the Sanctuary. Methods to do 

 this are being explored. 

- Kitchen revamp 

- Toilet facilities revamp 

 
 

In Gods Service 

Henri Steyn 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Welcoming Ministry 2019 

Firstly, I give thanks to my Lord and Saviour for His Hand on making a trip possible to go to 

Australia to visit family and being our very first visit over the some 33yrs that my sister has lived 

in Perth and my son now having immigrated to Brisbane. The opening of the New Year 2019 

was celebrated with family and folk from the Cleveland Uniting Church, Rev Peter Smale. I 

would like to believe that such a welcomed is experienced by our own members and visitors 

entering the Foyer of AMC.  If I were to ever return this is certainly one denomination that i 

would love to visit again. Just love the sharing of fellowship and Worship with God`s people. 

This was certainly the highlight of the week during my time abroad.  

Unfortunately coming home at the end of January 2019, found myself very emotional and in a 

place of struggle from a Spirit filled with Joy to disappointment due to the behaviour of some folk 

here in AMC, not behaviour which would be expected when we are in a place of serving and 

honouring our GOD.  Weeks went by and one morning I found fulfilment for my soul and 

contentment hearing these words -  

“Let God`s Word be your guidance and not the opinions of other people”.  



Drawing from GOD the strength I needed to stand, I picked up my baton to continue my race 

with eyes focused on my Rock, Supporter, Healer, Redeemer, to Him all Praise and Glory, but 

never do  I stand in my own strength but the strength of Jesus Christ. 

Training Material: TRAINING certainly needed in areas. We want to please ask the Church to 

provide us with the material which was said is available, which would assist those who have 

never had any previous training or are unaware of the commitment required in this Ministry 

which is vital for the growth of the Church. 

We also need to purchase 2 umbrellas to be utilized for folk arriving in rainy seasons, especially 

for the disabled persons in wheelchairs. The wheel chairs also to be taken out on Sundays 

having received a request if we had on the property to be able to attend Services. 

Welcome Desk: We have managed to recruit and now have a member serving at each week of 

the month at both the 8:00 Service as well as the 9:45 Service, which gives us two teams, which 

means a different person per Service at both the Services. For this we give Him all the thanks 

and glory for touching the hearts of those being approached to serve in this ministry. 

We also arranged a meeting with Rev Jeff van der Spuy so that the vision of the Coffee Shoppe 

can be shared with all involved in the Welcoming Ministry, whether it is at the Welcome Desk, 

serving tea/coffee, baking biscuits all that have joined hands. Yvette de Kock was asked to 

assist in both recruiting and arranging roster for folk to serve tea/coffee (if evening functions are 

being arranged where tea/coffee is being served, please call on Yvette and her team to see if 

assistance cannot be arranged) and   Angela Moriarty appointed to assist me in both baking and 

to do the Roster for the Bakers for Coffee Shoppe whereby we can include both “Bakers” and 

those serving Tea after the 8:00 and 9:45 Services. 

Majority of the ladies at the very first Meeting regarding the vision of the Coffee Shoppe offered 

to bake, and as few more weeks went by more members accepted when asked if they would 

assist in baking. With the current Bakers on hand, we all need to currently bake 2kg biscuits on 

three sessions this year. So this year`s slot have been filled but will never turn away Bakers for 

we are already doing the Roster for the first two months of 2020. More Bakers certainly will be 

welcomed However, we very short of hands in serving Tea/Coffee after the 9:45 Service, but at 

both Services really for we need to have 4 persons at any given Service assisting with the 

serving of tea, enabling us to eventually take over the task of washing the crockery and cutlery 

and relieving the caretakers of this task. 

We have also being noticing new faces and second and third visits from folk and hopefully in 

time will find AMC being a place where they feel part of the Body of Christ at Alberton Methodist 

Church. 

Much gratitude and blessings 

Denise de Wet 

Welcoming Ministry 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

ALBERTON WOMENS AUXILIARY REPORT 
Our branch will be 93 years old in March  

Monthly meetings are well attended with interesting guest speakers or playing games with 

lots of fun & fellowship. 
We are spiritually supported by De Wet De kock who gives us devotional messages & 
prayers. 



We attend Women's World Day of Prayer & Synod Meetings in March.  

We do fund raising on a regualr basis by having Jumble Sales, Cake Sales etc. 

We support ladies in our branch with food parcels. 

Assist with funeral teas when needed. 
We have 2 Forget - Me - Not children from Epworth home & time is spent entertaining 
them. 

Rape victim bags are given regularly to the FCS Police Unit. 

WA Sunday is usually held in August. 

We support Mission Week in October. 

In December we sold Pancakes at Amcare, & also assisted James with his Youth Christmas  

Lunch.  

The ladies are currently knitting Mother Theresa Vest, making Bennies, Jerseys etc for all  

those in need. 

In June we also collect Jersey for the needy, like LOTS and others. 

We will only be having AGM on the 1st of February, to plan for this year  

Judy Allen                                                                                               Kathy Hartley 

Alberton WA President                                                                        Secretary  
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

Y@H report for 2019: 

1) We met for 10 months on the 3rd Wednesday of the month from February to November from 

10:00 to about 12:30. The team obviously start earlier. 

2) We always dedicate what we do to Jesus our Lord to honour Him in whatever we do. We 

proclaim His Name to the whole group who are from different denominations. 

3) We try to use the theme of the month country wide eg. Valentines, Women's Day, Easter, 

Mother's Day & Father's Day, Spring, Cancer month & November Christmas celebrations. We 

try to make the hall look pretty and spoil folk as much as possible with eats sponsored by the 

team members and other folk who so kindly provide eats. We pay about R500 for Sandwiches 

and between R500 and R2000 for Entertainment which folk greatly enjoy.  

4) We are coping with money we collect as table innings each month & a few donations. We've 

been trying to use only the table innings but did draw about R4000 from our account.  

5) We are running a little tuck shop monthly just before the start of the meeting which helps with 

buying tea, coffee etc.  

6) We do appreciate the times we may set up the Tuesday before the event. We do not have a 

big team but a wonderful team. We try to meet once a month to discuss the upcoming event, 

sometimes making little gifts for the folk.  

7) Thanks to the church for allowing us to use the Fellowship Hall, cups, small plates etc once a 

month. We understand that it is not always possible to get the hall the Tuesday before our 

events to set up. A big thanks therefore to the office staff for helping us set up on a Wednesday 

morning when the hall is not available the day before. The caretakers are also great in helping 

us setting up the 12 to 13 tables the Tuesday before our events.  

8) We collect items for Amcare who so very kindly collect & drop off folk on these Wednesdays 

from Queenshaven & Silverkroon.  

 



Herewith the vision we have for Young @ Hearts for 2020. 

Looking back at 2019 and the years I've led this ministry, I do believe we're on the right track 

and our numbers have increased from 100 to up to 150 over the past 4 years. 

Our vision for 2020 is to keep on spoiling the elderly and to focus what we do on Jesus. We'll try 

to make use of entertainment which does not cost too much and I'll be in touch with AVBOB too 

who offered entertainment. 

We will still arrange for Devotions at each even as well. The team members will also 

concentrate on reaching out to the folk sitting at their tables to determine what their needs are 

and where we can help individually without placing pressure on the team members. Vernon is a 

great support for me in leading this ministry. 

Some of the elderly have actually started attending our church and one lady (80's) has given her 

heart to Jesus for the first time in her life. All Glory to Jesus. 

We appreciate the support from Jeff and the office staff & of course the caretakers. We do pay 

the caretakers each R50 every month just to show our appreciation.  

Trusting that you will find the above in order but we welcome any input from your side.  

 

Kobie van Wyk 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Young Adults 
Our Vision: To see the young adults of Alberton grow closer to God while sharing life and experiences 

with those in a similar place in life. 

Our Young Adults ministry had a good 2019 and is looking forward to a great 2020.  The weekly cell 

group has between 8 to 13 young adults attending regularly.  We are looking to start more cell groups 

this year to cater for our “younger” young adults and “older” young adults.  The ministry has already 

grown for 2020 with a team organising monthly socials and looking at making our evening service more 

young-adult oriented.  We are excited to see where God takes this ministry this year. 

Simone Bennett 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Worship 
Our Vision: To be intentional in the way we plan for Worship on Sundays and for special events. 

AMC has been in a good worship space in 2019 and we continue to strive to be excellent and intentional 

in the way we do things on Sundays.  In 2020, we will continue to improve practical elements such as 

replacing/servicing faulty music equipment, training new sound & computer operators, etc.  We pray 

that God would continue to move in powerful ways in this ministry as we seek to worship Him. 

Simone Bennett 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Women’s Retreats 
Our Vision: To continue offering an affordable Retreat where ladies can take a breath and reconnect 

with Jesus in a refreshing way. 

In 2019, 40 ladies joined us for our 5th Women’s Retreat at Erfdeel.  Our theme for 2019 was 

“Completely blessed while under construction”.  God moved in powerful ways and gave us a restful and 

refreshing weekend with Him.  We have some new ladies who will be joining our Team this year and we 

will be starting to plan for 2020’s October Retreat soon. 



Simone Bennett 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Pastoral Care 
Our Vision: To be intentional in the way we care for those in our Church Community as we help meet 

their unique needs. 

Our Pastoral Care Ministry Continues as usual.  We have teams that visit our members who are in 

hospital, pray for people after Church services, pack food parcels for those in need and visit our 

housebound members.  At the end of last year, we decided to pack food parcels and have them 

available in the foyer for those who knew of someone in need who would benefit.  This idea was well 

received and showed the need in our Church & broader community.  We have decided to have parcels 

available at least once a month so that our members can reach out & meet the needs of those around 

them.  In 2020, we hope to gain more volunteers for this vast ministry as we care for our community. 

Simone Bennett 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Let’s Feed Jesus – Friday Night Soup Kitchen 
Our Vision: To more effectively feed & minister to those living in the informal settlement in Alberton 

North on Friday evenings. 

During 2019, our Let’s Feed Jesus Ministry was struggling to find more members and to reach out 

effectively to the people they feed.  Near the end of the year however, God called a new leader forward 

to oversee this ministry and He has breathed new life into it.  Thank you to Candice and the dedicated 

team who serve so faithfully.  We had around 13 new members sign up for this ministry at last year’s 

Ministries Fair.  Although mainly soup & bread is served, hotdogs have also been supplied for some 

Friday nights and we are looking at doing a bigger meal every now and then.  The team was able to put 

Christmas parcels together for the 60 – 80 people who they feed and have been getting to know them.  

2020 plans include providing clothes and water to the targeted community, organising a clean up of 

their living area and continuing to feed & minister to them. 

Simone Bennett 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Youth Ministries 

Turn it up. 
 
We have combined both services into one Youth church service which we were guided to last 
year already. It’s been a success with youth growth to double what we started with. We were up 
to thirty seven youth at this Sunday’s service.  It is now much more of a Church service than a 
bible study. 
 
Flashpoint has gone through some changes, with a lot of the older youth moving into the 
Young Adult section with us filling up with 13 to 15 years range.  We adapted the program last 
year having speakers and live music performances to make more of a buzz around our ministry 
and have had a steady growth a lot of kids coming from other churches liking our  family 
environment and they can approach us with their issues and have actual one on one time. 
 
No Fluff Just Stuff Puppets. Was a super busy end of year with Christmas shows at Teddy 
Bear Clinic as well as local events and the church’s under privileged Christmas party.  We are 
going to be more pro active with our social media sites putting together videos for Sunday 
School and hopefully start a bi-monthly show on You Tube to attract more attention to what we 
do as well as becoming more active in the ministries in church when needed. 
 



Archery hit a few blocks end of last year with equipment failures which we are busy with repairs 
now. We have managed to build links with a church in Johannesburg as well as our own kids 
from Sunday School and running a lesson once a quarter for Transformed. We also set up at 
the ministry fair at the church. Outreach wise we are looking to attend more school events this 
year with the intent of driving traffic back to AMCC. 
 
 
Holiday Bible Club 
Was super last year bringing youth and kids to the church in a safe environment with a biblical 
teaching. We not only had fun but got to know a lot more about the kids we only see on a 
Sunday. This year we will be running more programs during the holiday but our main program 
will run for three weeks out of four during the June holiday. With the inclusion of other church 
ministries we are hoping this will grow exponentially. 
 
James Dunn 
 

Drama Ministry 

2019 was a tough year for the drama ministry, having got off to a late start after we lost our 

drama coach but we were very lucky to get Ben. Ben is a great drama teacher and we managed 

to put together a few good little shows. The ministry continues to build self-confidence in all the 

little ones that we are blessed to have with us on Saturday afternoons. It is worth noting that 

while the children are given the outline of the story all the dialogue is entirely their own individual 

work. 

In 2020 we want to be more visible within the Children’s Church by introducing new lesson 

plans by means of a short play at the start of each month. The increased exposure will hopefully 

lead to a steady growth throughout the year. We would also like to put on a proper Christmas 

production for the end of the year… possibly a traditional Christmas play…. Something without 

a modern spin to it…. How’s that for unique? Any and all suggestions for our ministry are most 

welcome. We really want to be involved with all of our church family so everyone is welcome. 

Kindest regards 

Mike 

0718986831 

 

 

Transformed Youth Fridays 

2019 was a good year for Transformed. 2020 going to be even better we have lots of plans for 

our kiddos. Natalie 

   

 
 

ARK Preschool Church 
Having moved in to the newly renovated preschool building it has been an absolute game 
changer. The little ones have enjoyed having brightly painted walls and toys setup for them to 
explore before their service starts. We can honestly say the Preschool Church has outgrown 
their building already! 27 little busy bodies and 8 adult bodies in the Ark on a Sunday has 
certainly been a challenge and we now excitedly await moving into a larger venue.  
   



Children’s Church 
2019 saw a number of changes regarding how we do Children’s Ministry. We introduced a kids 
worship team which has been hugely popular and successful. We also introduced storytellers 
and hosts who are people passionate about being in front of the kids and bringing the Bible to 
life. Another huge win was the introduction of a Guest Services Team – an incredibly vibrant, 
energetic and welcoming group of ladies and gents whose focus is to welcome the children 
every week and make it a fun place to come to. 
Without a very dedicated, enthusiastic and SUPER AWESOME team of volunteers, this ministry 
could truly not survive. 
 
Confirmation 
Our confirmation group for 2019 was a super size of 29 and we thoroughly enjoyed the year 
together. The highlight of which was certainly camp (as always!) and the prayer evening. We 
included the Silver Ring Thing program as part of confirmation again this year. It was fabulous 
seeing new leaders this past year as well as some previous confirmants coming back to assist 
again. 
 
Thank you to all the volunteers that have spent many hours preparing and loving the children of 
Alberton! 

   

   

 
   

   

   

 

 

   

   

   

 

   

   

   

   

 


